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Yummy cupcake recipes and party-throwing tips for every kind of celebration, by the founder of
the popular Seattle bakery Trophy Cupcakes & Party Seattle's favorite cupcake bakery, Trophy
Cupcakes & Party, is adored for its mouthwatering cupcakes and charming party favors. It’s
also the go-to place for anyone looking to throw a phenomenal celebration, and now their
recipes and party secrets are yours in this essential guide for every occasion—from luxe soirées
like a sparkling engagement celebration, or an exotic Moroccan-themed bash, to crafty kids'
parties, such as a bike parade and picnic, or a forest fairy tea party. Inside are recipes for
Trophy's most prized flavor—red velvet!—as well as their popular everyday flavors like salted
caramel and triple chocolate, and unique ones such as piña colada, and a gluten-free orange
almond rose. You’ll also get the basics on how to dream up party themes, create DIY crafts, as
well as decorating and entertaining ideas, and insider baking and frosting tips, all from Trophy
founder Jennifer Shea.

"Trophy Cupcakes & Party founder Shea shares how she designs inspired theme parties for
children and adults (hint: worksheets and helpers are involved). Ambitious readers can dive
straight into planning elaborate fêtes like Destination: Paris—complete with crème brulée
cupcakes, hand-dyed streamers, signature cocktails, and a French buffet—and novices can
start with tips and tricks in Party Planning 101... No detail is spared in this epic entertaining
guide that can help readers learn to pipe perfect frosting ruffles and assemble a homemade
piñata. Highly recommended."Library Journal"Cupcakes have always been one of our guilty
pleasures, and stepping into Trophy Cupcakes is like entering a world of delicious temptation.
Jennifer Shea opened the Seattle cupcake shop and vintage party supply retailer in 2007, and
her mouthwatering treats garnered immediate attention — her cupcakes are consistently
regarded as the best in Seattle. Aside from expanding to five additional locations in the area,
Jennifer’s book Trophy Cupcakes and Parties! is now on shelves."Glitter Guide "Part cookbook,
and part party planner, this book will show you how to add that spark to any shindig. Jennifer
Shea gives you the scoop, with details on everything from how to make the perfect playlist to
incorporating a theme without overdoing it. And there are plenty of beyond-the-basic cupcake
and frosting recipes (naturally) including s’mores, margarita, espresso, and coconut rum."Seattle
Met"Trophy Cupcakes & Parties is the sort of sweet cheefrulness designed to combat post-
holiday letdown. Full of recipes, decorations, crafts and party inspiration, you may soon be
planning a Forest Fairy Tea Party or a Superhero Training Camp. There are parties for children
and adults—glittery engagement soirees, a tribute to Paris (with Lavender Crème
Brûlée Cupcakes) and a Camping Party that features the famous Trophy S'mores Cupcake. The
Bicycle Picnic may have to wait for warmer weather, but there's enough happy in this book to get



us there."Edible Seattle"[Jennifer Shea's] book does include recipes for her shop’s cupcakes,
from chocolate and vanilla to locally famous specialties like the S’mores version featured on the
Martha Stewart show. But it’s also got really a party planning guide for both kid and adult
celebrations, with guidelines and accompanying recipes for decorations like fairy wands for a
Forest Fairy Tea Party or even painted wooden buoys for a nautically themed Life Aquatic
party."The Seattle Times"...this freshman entry into my cookbook collection catapulted straight
toward the top of the senior class, kids. Lemme tell ya. And that is because it is much more than
just a cookbook. They always say that the best tools in the kitchen are typically the ones that
perform beyond one function and that's precisely why that little beauty of a book up there will
remain a keeper. Aside from the fact that it's a visual treat to peruse through, and that there are
cupcake recipes aplenty (and you know papa knows his way 'round a cupcake), it has inspiration
galore for throwing a fantastic fête... Part of Jennifer's philosophy is 'make every day a party' and
putting her book to the test proved how easy it is to make that possible. Cheers to that!"The
Bedlam of Beefy"I am blown away. I own my fair share of cookbooks, cupcake books, and party
books, but this is my new go-to. ...the styling of the photos and the book as a whole makes you
feel like you’re at a charming and whimsical party and leaves you inspired to create one
yourself."Geeky Hostess"As mom to a 5-year-old and queen of Seattle confections empire
Trophy Cupcakes and Party, Jennifer Shea knows a thing or two about kiddie celebrations. Like
the fact that first birthdays are as much for parents as they are for the guests of honor. Which is
why, in her new cookbook-slash-party guide, Trophy Cupcakes & Parties, Shea recommends
throwing a witty, Wes Anderson-themed bash inspired by The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou.
(So great.)"DailyCandy Kids"In an era where food trends are quick to come and go, Trophy
Cupcakes & Parties has proved its staying power with four busy locations across Seattle.
Founded by Jennifer Shea and her husband, Michael Williamson, this sweet destination offers
everything from custom party planning to delicious cupcake flavors the likes of bananas foster,
which you can now make at home with the shop's debut cookbook filled with deliciously fun
ideas. Party on!"Luxe Interiors + Design"From throwing the best parties to setting a pretty table
to creating the perfect playlist, this book will get me through the planning from beginning to the
end!"Shop Sweet Things"[Trophy Cupcakes & Parties! is] full of party ideas, including recipes,
crafty decor and activities, and all of the style you need to pull off a cool event. I love it--it really
celebrates not only the cupcake, but the happy culture which should always surround the cute
foodstuff."CakeSpy"The Trophy Cupcakes & Parties book is absolutely stunning, from the
gorgeous, thick outside cover to the inside pictures and details. Trust me: you will LOVE this
book."Urban Bliss Life"This lush new books shows what kind of fun you can have when you
combine cupcakes with crafts, color schemes, and cocktails. It's an adult guide to theme parties
and has Perfect Girlfriend Gift written all over it... The photos and ideas in Trophy Cupcakes &
Parties would inspire any partygiver, whether looking to add panache to a grown-up party or find
a new idea for a kid event. When you need more than Pinterest, this would be the source to turn
to."Rose City Reader"I was really excited that Trophy Cupcakes put out a cookbook full of all



their glorious cupcake recipes. Their s'more cupcake with the torched marshmallow topping is
killer. The pink champagne cupcake recipe continues to call my name. It's all beautifully
collected and bound in a lovely new book... And it's not just sweets, there's some really cute
party ideas, like DIY garlands, festive themes with adorable, twee favors—the book is as
precious as the whole concept behind Jennifer Shea's gorgeously-crafted cupcake
empire."Wasabi Prime"Shea’s new book, Trophy Cupcakes & Parties, is a treasure trove of
decorating, party and craft inspirations, as well as a reminder of the importance of
celebrations. ...Whether you’re a party pro like Martha Stewart — who learned a tip or two from
Shea when she traveled to New York to demonstrate how to make her delicious s’more cupcake
recipe — or like I am, slightly intimidated by organizing parties, you’ll love the surprisingly simple
tips for party-making and ironically, life, found in Shea’s artful volume."Forks in the Road,
ParentMap "The assortment of cupcake recipes in Trophy Cupcakes and Parties is dazzling.... If
you prefer to host birthday parties for the kids at home, Trophy Cupcakes and Parties is definitely
worth a look for the decorations and party activities alone."Geek Mom"I truly enjoyed the very
first look at this exciting new book – filled with delicious recipes, thrilling party themes, planning
tools and more – complete with stunning photos by Rina Jordon. It gives entertainers, bakers
and party makers a peek into the magic of Trophy Cupcakes and Party."Kristin Pot Pie"...you will
get tons of Jennifer’s great party ideas along with her fab recipes."The Effortless Chic"Can't say
it enough -- the book is absolutely beautiful. The pages are filled with delectable, gorgeous
cupcake recipes and fabulously fun party ideas for the hostess with the mostess!"The
Accessory"Jennifer Shea includes everything you need to plan the perfect get-together
in Trophy Cupcakes and Parties, an entertaining primer named after her popular Seattle-area
cupcakery. Each party idea includes ideas for decorations, crafts, activities and, of course, a
very special cupcake recipe. Even if you're not a party planner, Shea's tips for making (and
decorating) the perfect cupcake are invaluable."Shari's Berries"Trophy Cupcakes & Parties is
literally a party in a book...whether it’s a baby shower or engagement party you are looking for
inspiration for, having Trophy Cupcakes & Parties as part of your book collection will give you the
head start that you need to make your party dreams a reality."Satisfy My Sweet Tooth"The book,
Trophy Cupcakes & Parties, helps you throw an elegant celebration with simple details to inspire
you to celebrate the little things as well as the big things."Miss A"If you are thinking the world
doesn’t need another cupcake book, you are wrong, so wrong. I’d order it for the prop styling
alone. Beautiful, inspiring pictures of parties combined with s’more cupcake recipes. It doesn’t
disappoint."The Art of Awkward "...a cookbook notable for making outstandingly-decorated
cupcakes and offers home cooks a fine celebration-oriented guide to making the cupcake the
center of attraction... From tips on creating party themes to decoration hints, this is a 'must' for
any cupcake baker: packed with color photos and tips to assure success!"The Midwest Book
Review"...owner/baker/party-planner Shea sets the collection apart by including themed
celebration ideas for adults and kids. There’s also a smattering of DIY craft instructions and
decorating tips."Seattle Weekly --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the



AuthorA life-long baker and party-maker, Jennifer Shea founded Seattle's Trophy Cupcakes and
Party in 2007. Her passion for creating dreamy, decadent cupcakes has made Trophy the city's
favorite cupcake bakery. In 2012, Seattle magazine named Shea #21 in "The Top 70 Power
Players of the Seattle Food World." She lives in Seattle with her family, and loves to make every
day feel like a party.Rina Jordan is a Seattle-based food photographer. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Copyright ©2013 by Jennifer SheaAll rights reserved. No portion of this book may be
reproduced or utilized in any form, or by any electronic, mechanical, or other means, without the
prior written permission of the publisher.Published by Sasquatch BooksEditor: Susan
RoxboroughProject editor: Nancy W. CortelyouDesign: Anna GoldsteinPhotographs: Rina
JordanProp styling: Jenn Elliott BlakeCraft creator: Jenny BattIllustrations: Julia ManchikCopy
editor: Diane SepanskiLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-PublicationData is
available.Sasquatch Books1904 Third Avenue, Suite 710Seattle, WA 98101(206)
467-4300custserv@sasquatchbooks.comv3.1I proudly dedicate this book to my mom for
teaching me to craft and bake … and pay attention to all of the little details.And to Michael and
Fleetwood for making every day feel like a magical party.CONTENTSCoverTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationThe Party Starts HereParty Planning 101Trophy’s Techniques, Tips &
TricksSPARKLE, COLOR & PATTERNWow them with the three simplest party themes
ever.Sparkle: Engagement PartyColor: Aqua Pool PartyPattern: Baby ShowerColor: Red
PartyAWAY WE GO!Ideas & inspiration for celebrating dreamy destinations.Destination:
ParisDestination: MexicoDestination: HawaiiDestination: SeattleCOLORFUL
CHARACTERSCelebrate with superheroes, forest fairies, Warhol, and Kitty White.Superhero
Training Camp PartyForest Fairy Tea PartyPop Art PartyHello Kitty PartyFICTITIOUS
FÊTESStep into the world of beloved books and movies for amazingly creative
parties.Berenstain Bears Bike Parade & PicnicCasablanca PartyLife Aquatic PartyThe Very
Hungry Caterpillar PartyPASTIMES & PASSIONSThrow a one-of-a-kind party celebrating a
hobby, passion, or activity.Baking: Cupcake PartyMusic: Rock Star PartyCamping PartyBallerina
Birthday PartyRecipes: Batters, Buttercreams & MoreAcknowledgmentsResourcesIndexAbout
the AuthorCUPCAKESPink Champagne CupcakesSnow-Cone CupcakesVanilla Vanilla
CupcakesLemon Meringue Pie CupcakesRed Velvet CupcakesLavender Crème Brûlée
CupcakesMargarita CupcakesPiña Colada CupcakesPineapple Coconut CupcakesEspresso
Bean CupcakesPlanet Pop Rocks CupcakesHummingbird CupcakesBananas Foster
CupcakesStrawberry Cheesecake CupcakesBlueberry Pie CupcakesCasablanca
CupcakesBanana Cream Cheese CupcakesCaramel Apple CupcakesTriple Coconut
CupcakesTriple Chocolate Rock Star CupcakesTriple Chocolate CupcakesS’mores
CupcakesStrawberry Lemonade CupcakesSalted Caramel CupcakesVanilla Chocolate
CupcakesChocolate Cream Cheese CupcakesSnowball CupcakesChocolate Macaroon
CupcakesChocolate Peanut Butter CupcakesThe Elvis CupcakeNeapolitan
CupcakesFluffernutter CupcakesPeanut Butter and Jelly CupcakesChocolate Nutella
CupcakesSnickerdoodle CupcakesChocolate Raspberry CupcakesRaspberry Lemonade
CupcakesRaspberry Macaroon CupcakesTHE PARTY STARTS HEREWhy I’m obsessed with
creating joyful celebrations.You could say that party planning is in my DNA. I’m not sure which of
my ancestors was first bit by the hospitality bug, but I clearly come from a family of celebrators



with a flair for festivities and a knack for fun. Take my first birthday party. My mom marked the
anniversary of my first twelve months with a Raggedy Ann theme, complete with a rag doll–
shaped sheet cake and copious decorations, favors, and games in red, white, and gingham blue
—let’s just say that shades of Miss Ann were found in just about every corner of our house that
day. Looking back, I’m surprised Mom didn’t dress me in candy-cane tights and tie a wig of dyed
mop yarn on my head! Her father, my grandfather, was also a legendary host, often throwing
cocktail parties where everyone dressed to the nines and danced through the night, while his
parents, my great-grandparents, once celebrated Halloween (this was long before grown-ups
were crazy for Halloween parties) with an elaborate costume gala that my relatives still talk
about to this day.So as you can imagine, I was hooked on entertaining from the start. I began
crafting and baking (mostly fresh blackberry pies!) with my mom when I was knee high, and I
won a couple of baking contests including a blue ribbon for my grandma’s Pumpkin Roll by the
time I was eight, as well as the Home Economics Award in the 8th grade. Pretty soon, I was the
unofficial family baker and party-maker, frequently enlisted to make cakes for parties and
generally depended on to deliver magic through vanilla and buttercream. I loved the challenge
and the pleasure that comes from feeding others with beautiful, sweet confections. Through the
years I never stopped baking and always gravitated toward entertaining and food, whether
working in bakeries and restaurants or earning my bachelor of science in nutrition (yes, this
cupcake lady has a degree in nutrition!).As you can see, it was no great surprise when some
years later my husband Michael and I opened a cupcake and party store and pretty much made
it our life’s work to “make every day a party.” The first Trophy Cupcakes and Party opened in a
cinnamon-colored historic schoolhouse in 2007 after eight years of recipe testing. Our plan?
Make delicious, magical, and transcendent cupcakes in a festive space that would inspire others
to celebrate the good things in life—and do it often.At Trophy, we believe every day should be a
party—filled with colorful confetti, exquisite treats, and happy surprises. We are confection
creators, fun curators, and magicians of mmmmm. And every day, we pour our hearts into
inspiring truly amazing parties.Trophy was founded in 2007 by dessert lover Jennifer Shea and
her husband Michael Williamson. Jennifer’s passion for dreamy, decadent desserts has made
Trophy Seattle’s favorite boutique cupcake bakery. Even Martha Stewart calls Jennifer’s
cupcakes “utterly delicious!” They adore serving up party-perfect confections and
accoutrements from their five Seattle-area locations—and are thrilled to share their love of all
things fun and scrumptious in this book.My inspiration for Trophy came from any number of the
gazillion European bakeries I visited while traveling over the years. Stop in just about any town in
France and Italy, and you’ll find a shop that sells bread, another that sells cake, and still another
that sells candies. I became obsessed with the idea of putting all my heart into just one craft and
making it the best it could be. Cupcakes became my mantra, and my motivation came through
the joy of upholding the age-old tradition of artisan-style baking.I learned early on that the best
ingredients make the biggest smiles. So at Trophy, we only use pure cane sugar; local, hormone-
free dairy products and eggs; French cocoa; Belgian chocolate; pure Madagascar Bourbon



vanilla; organic berries—you get the idea (see Use Trophy-Worthy Ingredients). I will never bend
or compromise on ingredients! And it sounds clichéd, but love and care must go into every
cupcake to bring out the magic. I always say, if you’re going to indulge, it should be on the very
best.Trophy’s look and style are inspired solely and simply by things Michael and I love. Our
striped awnings are an homage to European bakeries; hand-painted signs recall old-world
specialty shops; our marble countertops are like ones I’ve seen in 1940s bakery photos; and the
aqua decor matches my collection of vintage Franciscan dishes. Historically, cake is equated
with celebrations, so I created an area in our stores displaying a handpicked selection of truly
festive items, such as nostalgia-inspired party favors, so that people can take the magic home
with them.But it wasn’t until after I planned my son Fleetwood’s first birthday party (a playful
circus theme in red, white, and blue—Mom clearly hardwired that color story into my
consciousness early on!) that I realized not everyone has the gene for throwing magical parties.
By his second and third birthdays (with French Nautical and Woodland Creatures themes,
respectively), I’d overheard other moms whispering that they “could never do anything like this”
and “wouldn’t know where to start.” It hadn’t occurred to me that throwing a party isn’t as simple
as having the tools, such as pretty decorations and yummy sweets. No, a memorable party
comes from an inspired idea—and a well-organized checklist. I began compiling my favorite
recipes, ingredients, and decor sources, and created planning tools and cheat sheets to help
others draw out their creative spirits. My hope is that this book will serve as your go- to party-
planning resource, a place for finding ideas, making notes, and creating memories to last a
lifetime.My other hope for this book is that it will inspire others to celebrate more often and see
magic in everyday moments. Our fast-paced culture has fewer and fewer rituals. Inviting friends
and family over for dinner to mark the passing of another year or a great accomplishment are our
new rituals, and this book will help you find deeper, more creative ways to honor and celebrate a
beloved friend, family member, or coworker—or the best person of all: yourself. PRO-TIP
Scan and print worksheets and other resources straight from this book, or visit the Printables
section of our website at , to download all of my best party-planning tools.In Trophy Cupcakes
and Parties!, I’ve included my best cupcake-baking tricks and techniques, a “Party Planning 101”
chapter (including must-have cheat sheets for making the planning process easy and inspired),
crafting and party “Pro-Tips” sprinkled throughout, my treasured source list of the absolute best
ingredients and resources, and five festive chapters of my favorite party themes explaining how
to re-create them and make them your own.I truly believe everyone has the ingenuity to create
his or her own beautiful celebrations. Sometimes it just takes a bit of prodding toward that
possibly cobwebbed door marked “Your Imagination.” My favorite key to that door is baking
decadent, delicious cupcakes. Try it yourself, and hearken that magical world of fanciful parties
where anything’s possible.Founder, baker, party-maker, Trophy Cupcakes and PartyPARTY
PLANNING 101How to make it a magical party.Planning a party is all about honoring someone
you love, with a healthy dose of yummy food and fun decor included in the tribute. But a truly
wow-worthy party—the kind that people will be talking about for years to come—is not that much



more effort than one featuring a couple of balloons and a handful of streamers. Honest! Whether
you’re looking to blow your guests away or simply add a little dazzle to an annual event, the
steps to consider are always the same.The secret weapon behind every epic bash is a terrific
theme. The trick lies in finding ways to capitalize on that theme and take it to new, resplendent
heights. So let’s get started! In this section we’ll go through the planning process step-by-step,
including a worksheet and fun questionnaire that will get your imagination going, tips on
selecting the theme, must-have party elements, cupcake ideas (of course!), and no-fail hosting
rules. By the end of this chapter, you’ll have the basic know-how for forging ahead into party-
planning land.The first matter, though, is choosing a theme. Not just any theme, but a Truly
Terrific Theme. Well, how do you do that? Truly Terrific Themes can be very straightforward,
such as a favorite color, or they can be complex, such as interpreting an abstract concept.
“Graduation.” “Birthday.” “Anniversary.” Those aren’t themes; they’re events. The idea behind a
theme is to think beyond the event you’re celebrating. Think of your theme as the event’s
headline, something that forms a clear vision to guide you through the planning process. To help
you pinpoint a Truly Terrific Theme, I created a short questionnaire you can give to the guest—or
guests—of honor to illuminate their likes (and dislikes) and basically figure out what makes them
tick. (Planning a surprise party? You may need to perform covert operations and oh-so-casually
drop these questions into conversation, or ask friends and family.) For young guests it might be
easier to interview your guest of honor to gather answers for the Truly Terrific Theme Generator.
For really little kids, like one- and two-year olds, ask parents to fill out the questionnaire with all of
the young one’s favorite things.The first four questions are general: who, what, where, and
when? And they may be more appropriate for you to fill out rather than the guest of honor, but
don’t underestimate the basics, as you might very well find your theme right there! A great
location (see Location, Location, Location) or especially festive day of the year, for instance, can
form the foundation for a Truly Terrific Theme.The next questions get into the nitty-gritty, to tap
into the guest of honor’s more thoughtful side. You might want to simplify, vary, or omit some of
them, depending on the party girl or boy (you obviously won’t interview your one-year-old about
her favorite era), but this form should cover the bases for most people. The following chapters
will illustrate in more depth how to bring your theme to life, but first things first: copy or scan and
print the opposite page (or visit the Printables section of ), and work on getting answers to the
questions.Once the Truly Terrific Theme Generator is filled out, you’ll have a lot of great
inspiration to work with—from the guest of honor’s favorite color (see Color: Aqua Pool Party) to
favorite character (see Superhero Training Camp Party). Pick something fun and unique from the
list, an element that will put a big smile on the guest of honor’s face. You might even find it hard
at this point to choose just one idea from all the information you’ve gathered. If you’re struggling,
ask friends or family or even the honoree—most people are thrilled to be in on it!Turn the page to
see a sample of a filled-out Truly Terrific Theme Generator. If I were throwing a party for this
guest of honor, I’d have lots of inspiration. I could create a party out of every single answer—or
by combining a few. The theme could be built around Northwest Living (passion) with plenty of



local oysters to go around. Or, why not a fab Palm Springs (favorite place) party, complete with
paper lanterns hanging in every corner. To get an idea of how to make themes such as these
come to life, explore the Away We Go! or Pastimes & Passions chapters.The Five Must-Do’s for
Great PartiesOnce you’ve chosen a theme, it’s time to plan the specifics of your party. You’ll find
clear and easy directions throughout the book. But if you’re feeling overwhelmed, delegate! (See
Ask for Help.) Ask a friend, hire a neighbor, or purchase what you need from a local bakery,
party shop, or online. You could even delegate all five must-do’s and still pull off a great party.
Now that’s savvy party planning! SET THE STAGE I like to start the planning with decor
(including a color palette), because it creates the entire look and atmosphere of the party. Coco
Chanel once said, “Fashion is not something that exists in dresses only. Fashion is in the sky, in
the street, fashion has to do with ideas, the way we live, what is happening.” With all due respect
to Chanel, I think of decor in the same way she thinks of fashion. Decor isn’t just the balloons
you hang from the ceiling—it’s in the invitation, the props, the favors, and even the location.
Decor can be simple and focused on one corner of the room, or extravagant, with the entire
space transformed from top to bottom. I’ll leave it up to you how far you want to take it; the
important thing is, as with fashion, to set a mood. PRO-TIP If you rent a venue, be sure to ask
in advance what kinds of decorations are allowed. You don’t want to plan on lighting candles or
taping decor to the walls, only to find out such things are a no-go on the day of the party.Go for
Color Choose a color palette and use it shamelessly. Think invitations, napkins, balloons, plates,
streamers, confetti, and favors. Add a pop of color—a bright, vivid tone that contrasts with
neutrals—into your palette wherever you can. If you struggle with choosing a gorgeous and
creative color palette, books are a great resource for finding images and inspiration. When I
planned my son Fleetwood’s Circus Party, I looked at five or six vintage books about circuses
and found my colors there. Natural objects are also a great color source. Look at the sea, citrus
fruits, a landscape, or a flower arrangement and jot down pleasing color combinations. For the
Destination: Hawaii party, the colors came straight from nature, specifically tropical flowers and
leaves, koa wood, and shells. Another favorite color source is fashion. Copy colors from a
favorite party dress or textile print, or straight off the pages of a fashion magazine (you can find
amazing color combinations in vintage fashion magazines at your local library). Need more color
inspiration? Check out “The Perfect Palette” on Pinterest.Decorate The rest of this book will give
you lots of ideas, and I’m betting you’ll begin to see inspiration all around you once you have
decor on your mind. In a nutshell, you want to first choose a color palette that fits your theme,
and then start brainstorming design elements—such as props, papers, flowers and fabrics,
lighting and accessories—that underscore your theme. Run with it and definitely have
fun! Customize, and When the Mood Strikes, Be Obsessive. Adding a special design element—
anything from a simple polka dot to a monogram or a number—that guests will see throughout
the party, from the invitation right down to the favors, takes decor from just plain pretty to oh-my-
gosh impressive. Think about a sweet butterfly shape for a garden party, a metallic “50” for a
golden anniversary, a graphic pine cone for a camping party, a beautiful monogram of your



mom’s first initial for her birthday or Mother’s Day, or a retro beach ball for a summer pool
party. Location, Location, Location. Decor can be inspired (or dictated) by your party’s venue.
Keeping your guest count in mind, get creative with your party location! A camping-themed party
begs for a big backyard, park, or campsite (see Camping Party). A grand engagement party
feels perfect in a sophisticated space such as a large home or ballroom. And a pool, skating, or
ballet party will be way more fun in a local venue dedicated to the pastime. Invitations Set the
Tone. You know your color palette, your location, and your theme, so the next order of business
is creating an invitation. An invite, of course, announces the who, what, why, when, and where.
But even more importantly, it sets the tone for the party, gives guests a sneak peek into the
revelry, provides clues on what to wear (see Dress Your Guests), and sets expectations. Be sure
to find or create an invitation that represents the theme of the party, such as the gold confetti
invite for our Sparkle: Engagement Party, or a handmade paper lei invitation for the Destination:
Hawaii party.I have a long-standing obsession with paper—old-fashioned paper invitations, to be
exact—because there’s something special about a real-life envelope arriving at your home that e-
mail cannot replace. Local paper shops offer write-in invites as well as custom options, and I
love ’s adorable customizable paper invites. That being said, I do use e-mail invitations for parties
— is a favorite—because I love how such sites track RSVPs, attach maps, and send reminders.
If you have time to send paper invites and the wherewithal to track RSVPs, I recommend it. If not,
e-invites can be a great way to go. PRO-TIP You’ll want to give your guests enough time to
save the date, so send invitations two to four weeks prior to the occasion. If out-of-town guests
are invited, six to eight weeks is preferable. GET CRAFTY OK, I can hear you saying, “It’s hard
enough planning a party, now you want me to get crafty too?” I admit that adding handcrafted
elements might seem daunting to some, but, when time allows, I always encourage that special,
do-it-yourself touch, whether it’s a decor element, favors, or a game or activity. The elements
made with love—and by hand—are the ones people will be talking about forever after and will
cement your reputation as World’s Best Party Thrower. In each of the upcoming chapters, I offer
ideas and instructions for classic and simple, but impressive, crafts that will take your party from
ordinary to outstanding! ENTERTAIN THEM The guests have arrived—now what? You need to
decide what will happen at the party. If your party is about being social—mingling, eating, and
drinking—then music is the only addition I’d recommend. Music not only sets the mood, it can
also make or break an event. Therefore, choose wisely. (See How to Make a Playlist.) For a
really special celebration, a DJ or live band is always a hit. Also consider activities. If the event is
for kids, what are they going to do for three hours? On a sunny day, a big backyard might be all
you need. When that’s not the case, you’ll want to come up with a themed game, craft, or activity
for the group. Hire a magician or face painter, plan outdoor games like three-legged races and a
beanbag toss, or throw the party at a pool, skating rink, or somewhere with a built-in
activity. Favors and gift bags are small tokens given to guests to show appreciation for their
attendance. They’re a thoughtful way to say thank you and leave guests with one final, special
touch to remember the event by. For a kid’s party, you might want to have a goody bag filled with



cute trinkets (parents usually appreciate toys or healthy snacks over candy-filled bags, though
I’m not a big fan of cheap plastic toys that end up in landfills). For grown-ups, a take-away could
be a small plant, a jar of homemade jam or other treat, or a small container of candies for the
ride home. Now that all your elements are in place, use the Trophy-Worthy Party Planner to keep
track of details. Copy or scan and print the planner (or visit the Printables section of ) so you’ll
have it with you when you shop for supplies. SERVE UP BITES & SIPS Naturally, the guest of
honor’s answer to “favorite food and drink” should provide some great ideas for menu planning.
But not every party is thrown to honor one special person (and their favorite food might not be a
crowd-pleaser), so consider what foods will enhance your theme and be a hit with guests. Take
into account the guests’ ages and the time of day. Sometimes certain snacks and foods are
simply a must dictated by the theme. For example, my Camping Party features s’mores and
grilled hot dogs, while the Destination: Paris party naturally lends itself to French cheeses and
champagne. PRO-TIP To encourage party flow, place the food, drinks/bar, and dessert table
in three separate areas. Basically, the thoughtful host or hostess doesn’t let guests go hungry. A
few food stations strategically scattered around the party space, or a nice big buffet, will allow
people to nibble as they please. I offer food and drink suggestions for all the parties in the
book.How to Make a Playlist Think about making a party soundtrack. Music is essential to
getting guests in the spirit and creating the mood you envision. To get on the right track, ask
yourself a few questions:What kind of mood do I want to create? Mood is key. Whether you want
an upbeat dance party, a mellow get-together, or a sophisticated gathering, you’ll need to start
by finding a few songs or artists that represent the mood. Once you have a few songs in mind,
find more music with the same vibe either in your own music library or online. There are lots of
fantastic services to help you find music similar to the songs or artists you’ve zeroed in on. Try
out , the iTunes genius feature, , , or .What’s the theme of my event and how can music add to
that theme? If you’re throwing a thematic party, think about how you can use music to enhance
the experience. For example, for our Destination: Mexico party, we created a playlist that
consists of hip Latin American tunes and Latin-influenced indie rock. Other themes work
similarly. For a superhero party, download a bunch of movie soundtracks from classics like
Superman. This will add to the drama and to the theme! For something like a baby shower, think
about the guest of honor’s preferred style of music, and play it softly in the background.Do I want
people tapping their feet and dancing, or do I want something subtle that fades into the
background so guests can talk the night away? The volume and popularity of your tunes will be
key here—whether you are creating a dance-party or just adding some ambience. For a festive
affair like a birthday or cocktail party, you’ll want to turn the volume up fairly high so guests feel
the fun the moment they walk in the door. Hold off on playing sing-along type of tunes (such as
popular Top 40 hits) until you really want people up and dancing. Now that you’ve got a playlist
plan, load twenty or more songs (based on how long your party will last) onto an iPod (or your
device of choice), and hit “play.” GIVE THEM CUPCAKES For me, cake in some form is a
nonnegotiable element of every party. I simply love cake and its history. Did you know that cake



has been around for almost as long as flour itself? And that sweet, flour-based, baked desserts
have been associated with celebrations for almost as long? The ancient Greeks offered cake to
their gods, and medieval bakers made festive fruitcakes that lasted for months. Most sources
say cupcakes were invented in the United States, in the early nineteenth century, as a way to
bake individual cakes in small pottery cups. Um, genius! Although I still sometimes serve
traditional cakes and other desserts at my parties, cupcakes are, obviously, my favorite. They’re
so easy to serve, and they make party-perfect canvases for any theme’s flavors and decor. A
Hawaiian-themed party, for example, looks (and tastes!) better with Piña Colada Cupcakes,
hand-piped with swirls of Coconut Rum Buttercream topped with a maraschino cherry and a
little paper umbrella. A Casablanca Party deserves Casablanca Cupcakes—Moroccan-inspired
orange-and-almond cupcakes topped with rose-kissed buttercream. I provide scrumptious
recipes for themed cupcakes in every chapter.Five No-Fail Tips for How to Be the Quintessential
Trophy HostessBefore you send the first invitation, let’s review a basic tenet of parties: hosting. I
like to call the perfect party planner a Trophy Hostess, but feel free to switch that up, depending
on your gender!Know Thyself. Stay within your comfort zone. Don’t get elaborate if planning is
overwhelming your time or creeping beyond your budget. Some of the best parties I’ve attended
have been simple and low-key with just one or two well-thought-out details. Be realistic about
your time and resources, and your party will be a hit. Bigger is not always better.Know Thy
Guests. A wonderful hostess makes guests feel welcome and comfortable from the moment the
invitation arrives, all through the event, up to the moment they walk out the door. The invitation is
courteous, letting guests know what to expect: what to wear, whether to bring gifts or not, where
and when the party starts and ends, and what will be served.A TROPHY HOSTESS IS: Well
prepared Generous (glasses are kept full and enough food is available for all) Always making
sure guests feel welcome and comfortable All about having a fabulous time at her or his own
partiesA Trophy Hostess plans every detail based on the guest of honor and the guests. Toddler
parties should be planned around naptime. Tweens will probably want to choose their own
music. Friends and the guest of honor might want to participate in the planning in some way, and
a Trophy Hostess doesn’t get territorial. But overall, manage your expectations for guests in
terms of preparation and participation. You don’t want the party to be a cause of stress for
others.Ask for Help—or Delegate, Delegate, Delegate. There are plenty of reasons to enlist the
help of others. Maybe “spare time” isn’t in your vocabulary. Perhaps you love crafting but don’t
fancy yourself a baker. Don’t worry. Focus on what you’re good at (and what you have time for),
then delegate the rest for party success.For larger affairs, enlisting a caterer or professional
entertainment may be in order.Many artists, crafters, party planners, and detail-oriented folks
tend to be control freaks (I’m 100 percent guilty). We have huge ideas and think it will be easier
to do everything ourselves. If you’re one of these people, know this: the chance of having a
successful party—and one that you’ll actually enjoy—is exponentially higher when you have
help on board.Be Prepared. Coordinating the details ahead of time and finishing advance
preparation will make for a stress-free day. For example, I prepare favors or goody bags as far in



advance as possible. I also choose menu items that are easy or can be prepped or made a day
or two ahead—or even frozen weeks in advance. Set up everything you can the night before, if
the space allows it. Also, get an early start and get ready well in advance. Setting up always
takes twice as long as you think it will. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve frantically put on my
makeup and cocktail dress five minutes before guests are arriving. Ideally, everything should be
done an hour before the party starts so you have not one ounce of frazzle in you when guests
arrive.Have Fun—or What’s the Point? The most important thing to do is have fun and feel
fabulous. If you’re having a great time, your guests will too. This means you must follow steps 1
through 4, no excuses! Remember: The Trophy Hostess entertains to have fun, meet new
people, show others a good time—and, of course, celebrate and honor a wonderful, worthy,
special guest of honor.Stock your Party Pantry!Every party planner should have a “pantry” of
basic (but essential and wonderful!) items on hand … so you’re ready to craft up a party storm at
a moment’s notice or on a whim. With these party and craft must-haves, you’ll be partying in no
time!My Top 10 Party Pantry EssentialsCrepe Paper. Italian crepe paper rolls (Cartefini is my
favorite brand) and old-fashioned crepe paper streamers and folds in a rainbow of colors.Tissue
Paper Decorations. Also in a rainbow of colors. Types like honeycomb balls and paper fans can
be hung quickly, and happen to be my favorite.Confetti. The key to turning a ho-hum table into an
instant party. I make mine in custom colors from pretty tissue and one-inch craft punch. Just
sandwich a stack of about ten pieces of tissue between plain copy paper, then punch. I also love
edible candy confetti sprinkles!Candles. Birthday candles, of course. (I literally carry them in my
handbag.) But keep votives and tapers on hand, too, for instant ambiance.Tableware. A dozen
each of champagne and wine glasses, a stack of white appetizer/cake plates, several large
platters or trays, and linen napkins as well as pretty paper party plates and napkins in a variety of
designs.Ribbon. A variety of gorgeous ribbons in various widths—Midori Ribbon is my absolute
fave! Use it to finish off gorgeous gifts, make napkins rings, tie bows, or to hang
decorations.Straws and Swizzle Sticks. Especially stripy paper straws, which are great for both
sipping and crafting.Vases. A collection of decorative vases in various sizes. I love small ones
that only hold a couple of stems—making life easy for pluck-and-play floral design.Chilling Bin
and Ice Bucket. A stylish chilling bin is a nice thing to have on hand to class-up an instant bar.
Add an ice bucket and tongs, and you’re a total pro.Chilled Champagne. Keep a bottle of bubbly
in your refrigerator at all times for life’s unexpected celebrations. PRO-TIP Organize these
items by type, and store them in clear, labeled bins so you can always find them quickly.My Top
10 Craft EssentialsPaper. Good old construction, tissue, and crepe paper are a must, but I really
love handmade sheets of paper in a variety of gorgeous patterns for wrapping gifts, making
decorations, and, of course, crafting cupcake picks (see Pro Tip).Tape. Double-sided is a must (I
need stock in the stuff), as well as scotch, masking, and lots of decorative washi tape! Floral
tape is also essential for making quick nosegays, boutonnieres, and corsages.Scissors, Snips,
and Cutters. A small, sharp, fine-tipped pair, an industrial “will cut anything” pair, a pair of floral
sheers, small wire cutters, an X-acto knife, a pair of pinking shears, a rotary cutter, and my



favorite: fringe scissors!Glue. Hot glue (of course!), glue sticks, Tacky Glue, Mod Podge, and
classic Elmer’s glue.Needle and Thread. (And, ideally, a sewing machine.) It’s helpful to have a
variety of needles, including a large quilting needle or lei needle for stringing flowers, cupcake
liners, or other decorations.Craft Punches. As many styles and sizes as you’ve got room for.
Include a small hole-punch in your stash, for hanging decorations.Twine and Trims. I love striped
baker’s twine and good ol’ natural twine from the hardware store. Don’t forget rickrack and pom-
pom trim, perfect for embellishing birthday hats.Wire. Thin-gauge wire for floral arrangements,
and securing things in general.Self-Healing Mat. Essential surface for cutting templates or using
a rotary cutter to make large fringe garland and all types of crafts.Glitter. I like the vintage-looking
kind with a coarser chop (German glass glitter), which is not suitable for kids crafts, however,
any glitter will do!Toasting TipsToasting is a wonderful way to acknowledge the guest of honor
and the special event being celebrated—and it can be as easy as singing “Happy Birthday.”
Whether it’s a birthday, summer party, or an anniversary, gather around the guest of honor or
host to raise a glass, sing a song, or say thank you. It’s a time-honored tradition that we could all
use more of.A toast doesn’t need to include the raising of glasses. It can simply be getting
everyone’s attention, thanking them for their friendship, and letting them know you’re happy they
could be there. As I’ve said before, so many of us don’t fully embrace the special moments in our
busy lives. Why not start by throwing more parties? And instead of letting guests leave without a
toast, gather everyone up and let them know they’re all special to you—special enough that you
threw a party!Here are some general guidelines to make your toasts both sweet and
successful: The first toast should be made by the host. Be sure to stand and name the guest of
honor (and/or the event). Feel free to stay seated for intimate casual gatherings. Funny and witty
stories are fun for everyone, but only if they’re in good taste. Plan ahead for formal toasts.
Consult toasting websites and books for samples of great toasts but be sincere and express
your true feelings. Don’t forget to end your toast with a hearty callout, such as: “Cheers!,” “All the
best!,” “Happy Birthday!,” or “Here’s to you!”A WORD TO TOASTEESIf you’re being toasted, be
gracious and accept the accolades or showering of affection with style and grace. It’s customary
to stay seated until the end of the toast and to not drink to yourself. Simply stand and say thank
you, and propose your own toast if you like. One good turn deserves another!TROPHY’S
TECHNIQUES, TIPS & TRICKSTried-and-true cupcake baking and decorating tips.I believe in
taking the time to make things by hand, crafting both for personal pleasure and for the ones you
love. To carry on the tradition of simply making something—anything—is a truly worthy goal.As
you read this book, you’ll see that I’m obsessed with all kinds of crafts, though baking is my first
love. To me, crafting butter and flour into an edible masterpiece that triggers sheer delight is
pretty magical stuff!Most people think baking is hard, but the good news is, it’s not. True, it takes
practice and time to master, but the wonderful secret is that anyone can do it, so long as they’re
armed with a few tips and are schooled on potential pitfalls. That’s why I’m going to share my
best baking and decorating tips, and advise you on how to stock your pantry with everything you
need to make cupcakes like a pro. The time and effort will be worth it when you see everyone’s



eyes light up after you serve them the best kind of cupcakes on the planet: homemade.Top 5
Essential Cupcake ToolsYou probably have the basic equipment you need to make wonderful
cupcakes at home. At the very least, you can conjure delicious cupcakes using a cupcake pan, a
few big bowls, a rubber spatula, cupcake liners, and measuring cups and spoons. However, if
you want to make your cupcakes truly Trophy-worthy, here are the essential tools I
recommend.Stand Mixer. Now, my grandmother would say that mixing by hand—no mixer, just a
wooden spoon and a lot of elbow grease!—is the only way to go. However, if you bake a lot or
want to bake in larger quantities (and reduce cramping in your arm, Grandma!), a stand mixer is
simply a dreamy tool. Mine is a KitchenAid, and it quite literally changed my life (see below). A
stand mixer will save you time and free up your hands for things like cracking eggs while the
butter is creaming or lining pans while ingredients are incorporating. It will also help you keep
your counters tidy.HOW A MIXER CHANGED MY LIFEAnnajean “Skitty” Goldsmith was a
wonderful woman and good friend who encouraged me to follow my dreams, and gave me a
chrome KitchenAid mixer for Christmas more than ten years ago. Although I had a decent
kitchen setup by that time, her gift was like receiving a brand-new car. (Let’s just say that my
baking tools were of the Honda variety, and this KitchenAid felt like a Ferrari.) I can still
remember barely being able to believe I had such a beautiful piece of machinery in my kitchen.
All my hopes and dreams of someday owning my own bakery were in that KitchenAid box.
Skitty’s generous and thoughtful gift sent me on my way to perfecting Trophy’s cupcake recipes
and eventually creating my own shop. Shortly after I opened Trophy Cupcakes and Party, that
same mixer accompanied me (in my suitcase) to New York City to bake cupcakes for Martha
Stewart in my friend’s tiny Manhattan kitchen. My KitchenAid is pretty beat up now and missing
the speed-control knob, but it still mixes like a dream and I wouldn’t think of replacing it.
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Carrie Guajardo, “Truly fantastic recipes!. I am so glad I bought this book. I'm pretty much
obsessed with cupcakes, and must have tried dozens upon dozens of recipes. However, I am
also a perfectionist, and if I don't feel like a recipe is perfect, I move onto the next. I'm pretty
impossible to please. However, I have made three cupcakes and two buttercreams from this
book so far, and they have all been truly incredible, and yes, perfect as far as I'm concerned! Her
chocolate cupcake is the perfect balance of moisteness and structure, her coconut cupcake is
out of this world (make it with her Raspberry Buttercream as she suggests in one of her
variations and you will be in cupcake heaven)!!! The vanilla buttercream is the best I've ever had,
and I've had a LOT. It's just sweet enough. The only thing I felt wasn't perfect was her vanilla
cupcake...don't get me wrong the texture and moisture level was perfect. It was just a little too
sweet. I'm happy to report that reducing the sugar by a good 1/4 cup was a great solution, and
now I can't imagine ever using another vanilla cupcake recipe. Trust me, if you think you'll make
cupcakes even occasionally, you NEED this book. All the great party tips are just icing on the
cupcake.”

Alison Faulkner, “Top Notch Idea Book. I buy A LOT of baking, specialty cooking and crafting
books. I write a baking, crafting and party blog, so I tend to think I know it all, ha, but still love to
buy the books. Anyway, I was so blown away by the amount of detail in this book and the sheer
volume of ideas. The recipes are fantastic, but this book is also such a good baking, crafting and
party resource - for beginner crafters and bakers, but also for people who think they know it
all...ha, like me.The party ideas and recipes are styled so well, they are super inspirational
without being too fussy. The photography is amazing, and the crafting instructions are clear and
precise.My favorite thing about the book is the page-by-page resource guide found at the end.
Every prop, every tool, is catalogued and accounted for. So many books gloss over this, and for
people like me, people who know the basics, a lot of time the resources are mostly what I'm
interested in.For beginners there's a great craft tool and baking tool top 10, some basic icing
instructions, and a guide on how to find the best ingredients. The book is broken into sections
with party ideas, and the party ideas include a recipe, a drink, a craft, and ideas for decorating.
My favorite parties are: one inspired by Andy Warhol, SO original, and a Parisian themed one.
But there are a lot of good ideas in each party.I'm just so impressed by the quality of this book.
This is the type of detail and instruction for other baking and crafting books to aspire to. The
ideas are original and easily adaptable. This project was obviously done without cutting any
corners, and I really respect that.** I would like to add I have tried 4 of the cupcake recipes and
each of them is INSANELY yummy. The peanut butter buttercream is a sinful experience and I
made myself an entire 3-layer-cake covered in it. The end.”

Casey, “needed an easy to follow recipe book. I absolutely adore this book! I received a



Kitchenaid Stand Mixer for Christmas and, as a beginner baker, needed an easy to follow recipe
book. The author does a great job of giving detailed instructions and baking tips. For example, I
didn't realize that I have been over baking my cupcakes in the past. I lowered the oven
temperature by 25 degrees (since I have a dark cupcake tin) and now my cupcakes come out
light and fluffy. Every recipe I have tried from this book has been delicious and received rave
reviews from family and friends. I haven't spent much time looking at the party themes, but all the
cupcakes and frostings have been wonderful.”

Ummof4, “THE BEST CUPCAKE BOOK HANDS DOWN!!!!. where do i begin? This book is
AMAZING with AMAZING cupcake recipes. Forget every other "cupcakes" books you think of
buying. This book is legit with fun ideas and overall just awesome(can you tell how excited I am).
oh Jennifer Shea i think you deserved a hug for this one.Thank you for listening to Martha
Stewart to write a book, you didn't disappoint. I flung georgetown cupcakes books right into the
garbage, and side eye the rest of my cupcake books. I think I may have shed a tear while looking
into my oven, my cupcakes rises beautiful and was so darn moist.yes. I am a super baking mom
once more and I think I am staying in the game,baby. GET THIS BOOK ASAP and let your
baking shine through.”

Naomi Khosla, “I LOVE this book.. I was looking for a party planning book and I love making
cupcakes. This book does not disappoint. The pictures are gorgeous and the recipes delicious.
So far I have made five of Jennifer's cupcake recipes: Red Velvet, Strawberry Cheesecake,
Strawberry Lemonade, Salted Caramel and, tonight, Nutella Chocolate. All of them are
delicious. I also used the book to help plan a themed party for my daughters and it went off
beautifully with lots of compliments on the decor.  I cannot recommend this book enough.”

Chantal Bouchard, “Super. Super de beau livre”

A. Lucas, “Trophy Cupcakes and Parties. An absolutely beautiful book, and packed with good
ideas, gorgeous photographs and helpful plans for making any event involving cupcakes run
smoothly. Would highly recommend this book.”

nicola, “         .                                                                 
                                              ”

The book by Jennifer Shea has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 136 people have provided feedback.
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